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The FEKO+ Viewer software is an optional app which allows you to overview the station’s status, such as flow, wastewater quality,
alarms or carrier identification. The program requires a continuous connection with the station, typically via the RS-485 cable
transmission with Modbus protocol, or optionally via Ethernet, WiFi or GPRS.
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FEKO+ software

Want to see more?
Watch our
company video!
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FEKO +

The FEKO+ software is an integral app of the FEKO+ station which allows you to setup and control the FEKO+ station remotely,
generate reports based on the data stored in the station or issue invoices.
You can also:
- update the software remotely
- create databases of estates with septic tanks
- schedule of carriers control
- generate sales records
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Stainless steel containers:
- 600 x 1800 mm – mini
- 1000 x 2000 mm – KM
- 1400 x 2400 mm – KS
- 2400 x 3600 mm – KD
- 2400 x 4200 mm – KX
- non-standard - KNS

Mechanical ventilation adjusted to the size of the container
and other additional components

Additional measurements:
- solids concentrations*
- COD*
- redox*

Communication
to choose from:
- Ethernet
- RS-485
- WiFi
- GPRS
- USB

Container walls are made of stainless steel layer plates
of a “sandwich” type with 100 mm insulation

Basic features of FEKO+ station (control and identification panel):
- colour 5,7” LCD display
- stainless steel housing
- control with data archiving and data base creating
- software based on Windows CE
- internal memory
- possibility of communication via Wi-Fi, GPRS, PROFIBUS,Ethernet, USB
- RFID card carriers identification system
- carrier and type of sewage identification module
- print-out of information receipts for carriers after each delivery
- recording parameters of the intake

Standard quality measurements based on KNICK MemoSens meters:
- pH and temperature*
- conductivity*

Floor made of riffled aluminum plate or stainless steel*
Stainless steel pipeline 0H18N9 2 mm (l=3m) thick:
- DN 100
- DN 125

CCTV monitoring:
- Ethernet
- Profibus

Grinder – recommended
for installations
on the sewage system*

Sieve with press recommended
for installations at WWTP*

Stationary sampler – with wide
range of sampling modes: time proportional,
flow proportional, event, manual
and defined by the administrator*

Odour neutralization system
recommended for installations
on the sewage system*

Stone catcher - protects pipeline
from blocking by solid parts*

gate opening control*

*option

